We investigate the formation of the high-energy (E ∈ [20, 600] keV) ion population in the earth's magnetotail. We collect statistics of 4 years of Interball / Tail observations (1995)(1996)(1997)(1998) in the vicinity of the neutral plane in the magnetotail region (X < −17 R E , |Y | ≤ 20 R E in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) system). We study the dependence of high-energy ion spectra on the thermal-plasma parameters (the temperature T i and the amplitude of bulk velocity v i ) and on the magnetic-field component B z . The ion population in the energy range E ∈ [20, 600] keV can be separated in the thermal core and the power-law tail with the slope (index) ∼ −4.5. Fluxes of the high-energy ion population increase with the growth of B z , v i and especially T i , but spectrum index seems to be independent on these parameters. We have suggested that the high-energy ion population is generated by small scale transient processes, rather than by the global reconfiguration of the magnetotail. We have proposed the relatively simple and general model of ion acceleration by transient bursts of the electric field. This model describes the power-law energy spectra and predicts typical energies of accelerated ions.
Introduction
The investigation of the high-energy (E ∈ [30, 500] keV) ion population in the earth's magnetotail has a long history and is motivated by two primary reasons. Ions accelerated in the magnetotail up to several tens of keVs can serve as a source for the ring-current ion population responsible for significant deformations of the inner-magnetosphere magnetic field (e.g., Daglis et al., 1999) . On the other hand, observations of high-energy ions in the magnetotail can be considered as the indication of the magnetic reconnection in the current sheet (e.g., Birn et al., 2012) .
Starting from very first observations by IMP-7 spacecraft, the energy spectrum of high-energy ions was recognized as the power-law spectrum with a phase-space density of f ∼ E −γ and an index of γ ∼ 4-6 for E ∈ [100, 500] keV (Fan et al., 1975; Sarris et al., 1976) . The typical value of the upper ion energy was established by Baker et al. (1979) -the substorm activity in the magnetotail can result in the generation of ∼ 300 keV ions. Moreover, it was mentioned that the ion acceleration up to 300 keV is accompanied with injections in the inner magnetosphere. Further observations of high-energy (E > 100 keV) ions by IMP-7 (eight at X ∼ −30-40 R E ) confirmed that the distribution of the phase space density is f ∼ E −γ and showed that there is the separation between two populations of accelerated ions at the energy E * ∼ T i (γ + 1), where T i is a thermal-ion temperature . The energy spectrum of ions with E < E * resembles the Maxwellian spectrum (or soft power law) and can be considered as a natural prolongation of the thermal population into the high-energy range. The population with E > E * exhibits the clear power-law energy distribution. This population possibly relates to some mechanism of effective acceleration in the magnetotail. Observations of bursts of high-energy ions with f ∼ E −5 accompanied by simultaneous rapid variations of the B z magnetic-field component (in the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) system) indicated that the magnetic reconnection is likely responsible for local ion acceleration up to high energies in the magnetotail (Kirsch et al., 1981) . Observations of a localized maximum of energetic ion fluxes in the current sheet of the magnetotail support this conclusion (Pavlos et al., 1985) . However, the spatial distribution of high energy ion fluxes in Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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the magnetotail suggested that the general plasma convection also plays an important role in ion acceleration. For example, statistics collected by IMP-8 spacecraft clearly showed that the maximum of fluxes is observed at the dusk flank of the magnetosphere (Meng et al., 1981) , where ions drift due to the quasi-stationary gradient drift.
The detailed investigation of the relationship between fluxes of high-energy ions and thermal-plasma characteristics became possible with the launch of ISEE-1,2,3 and AMPTE-IRM/CCE spacecraft. Using ISEE-3 measurements in the deep magnetotail (X down to −220 R E ), Scholer et al. (1983) showed that fluxes of energetic (E > 30 keV) ions are predominantly coming from the near-earth region. Thus, there is no effective local mechanism of ion acceleration at such distances. ISEE-1 measurements of high-energy ions (E ∈ [30, 500] keV) in the near-earth magnetotail X > −20 R E confirmed previous suggestions which stated that the ion spectrum can be separated into the tail of the thermal population (E < 100 keV) and superthermal particles with the power-law energy distribution (E > 100 keV) (Moebius et al., 1983; Ipavich and Scholer, 1983; Scholer et al., 1985) . The primary origin of the second population is the magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail current sheet. Statistics of AMPTE-IRM showed that fluxes of high-energy protons strongly depend on geomagnetic activity, while the slopes of the energy spectrum are almost the same for different activity levels (Baumjohann et al., 1990b) . Later, the same results were obtained by broader Cluster statistics (Haaland et al., 2010) . Simultaneous observations of fluxes of high-energy ions at AMPTE-IRM and AMPTE-CCE demonstrated two interesting features. Ion fluxes are initially observed in the tail region X ∼ −20 R E by AMPTE-IRM and, only after certain time, AMPTE-CCE recorded the flux increase in the near-earth region X ∼ −8 R E (Kistler et al., 1990) . Moreover, the ratio of fluxes of energetic H + and O + ions is almost constant along the magnetotail (Kistler et al., 1990) . Thus, we deal with some mechanism of the ion acceleration in the tail X ∼ −20 R E . There is no ion acceleration in the nearearth region, but rather transport of accelerated ions toward the earth. The series of publications (Christon et al., 1988 (Christon et al., , 1989 (Christon et al., , 1991 were devoted to the fine structure of ion spectra in the wide energy range E ∈ [50 ev, 1 MeV]. Combined measurements of two experiments (thermal and superthermal ion measurements) onboard ISEE-1 spacecraft allowed us to confirm that the ion energy distribution should be approximated by the kappa power-law function with γ ∼ −5 in quiet magnetotail conditions. In contrast, for disturbed conditions the increase of fluxes of high-energy ions does not allow to use the single energy distribution for low and high energies, i.e., the high-energy ions form the independent population (Christon et al., 1991) .
Many years of measurements of Geotail and Cluster spacecraft in the earth's magnetotail helped to understand the correlation between fluxes of high-energy ions and solarwind conditions (Ohtani et al., 2011; Cao et al., 2013) . The analysis of high-energy ion spectra collected in the magnetotail by Cluster and Geotail during different geomagnetic conditions showed that the ion acceleration is likely local and should correspond to some transient processes (e.g., magnetic reconnection or bursts of electric fields) in the current sheet (Sarafopoulos, 2008; Haaland et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2014) . Although both Cluster and Geotail can provide extremely broad statistics, the energy resolution of measurements of high-energy ions is relatively low in both experiments: Geotail/EPIC (Williams et al., 1994) and Cluster/RAPID (Wilken et al., 2001 ). This restriction does not allow us to distinguish many fine structures of ion-energy spectra like the energy knee (Sarafopoulos et al., 2001) or beams of almost monoenergetic ions (Lutsenko and Kudela, 1999) . The better energy resolution available at the Interballtail/DOK-2 experiment can help to resolve the dependencies of ion energy spectra on thermalplasma (or magnetic-field) parameters. Investigation of such dependencies should provide the necessary information to determine roles of different mechanisms of ion acceleration in the magnetotail.
There are several mechanisms which can be responsible for the ion acceleration in the earth's magnetotail. These mechanisms can be separated into two groups: quasistationary mechanism and transient mechanism. The first group of mechanisms includes the quasi-stationary dawndusk electric field E y as the main ingredient (Coroniti and Kennel, 1973) . Ions can gain energy moving along open orbits (the so-called Speiser trajectories, see Speiser, 1965 Speiser, , 1967 . In this case, the total amount of gained energy is limited by ∼ 2mc 2 (E y /B z ) 2 (Lyons and Speiser, 1982; AshourAbdalla et al., 1993) . For specific regions in the magnetotail, such acceleration can be effective for a large number of particles. In this case, accelerated particles form so-called beamlets: beams of almost monoenergetic particles observed in the magnetosphere boundary layer (e.g., Bosqued et al., 1993; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2006; Zelenyi et al., 2007; Grigorenko et al., 2009) . For the magnetotail configuration far from the X line, particles can gain 10-20 keV due to this mechanism. However, in the vicinity of the distant X line (at X < −100R E ), the acceleration can be more effective due to larger amplitudes of E y (Grigorenko et al., 2011) . The acceleration of ions moving along closed orbits can be provided by the slow drift induced by the gradient of the magnetic field, ∂B z /∂x. This drift shifts ions along the dawn-dusk direction, resulting in the ion acceleration by E y . This mechanism is more relevant for magnetized electrons (Lyons, 1984; Zelenyi et al., 1990b; Artemyev et al., 2012b) . However, ions can also be accelerated (see review Zelenyi et al., 2013, references therein) . Efficiency of such an acceleration process can be increased by quasi-stationary magnetic-field fluctuations (Greco et al., 2000) .
The upper limit of the ion acceleration in a quasistationary electric field is defined by the potential drop across the magnetotail ∼ 20-50 keV (Angelopoulos et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2009) . Thus, to describe the formation of energetic ions with E > 50 keV, one should take a look at nonstationary mechanisms. In this case, we deal with short-time bursts of the electric field E y > 50 kV/ with a short-scale of the localization. One of the most natural sources of such bursts is the transient magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail current sheet (e.g., Wygant et al., 2005) . There are two main components of this field: the electrostatic field and induction field. The electrostatic field is produced by the decoupling of ion and electron motions in the vicinity of the reconnection region (e.g., Korovinskiy et al., 2011) and can be responsible for charged-particle demagnetization (Hoshino, 2005; Artemyev et al., 2013 , and references therein). In contrast, the induction electric field originates from the rapid evolution of the magnetic-field topology during the magnetic reconnection. This field can be responsible for the effective ion acceleration (Galeev, 1979; Zelenyi et al., 1990a) . The general conception assumes that the magnetic reconnection results in ion demagnetization in the vicinity of the X line and local acceleration by the induction electric field. The transient reconnection is a highly localized process both spatially and temporally. Thus, only a relatively small amount of particles can be accelerated in the vicinity of the reconnection site. Accelerated ions are observed in the close vicinity of the reconnection site as bursts of almost monoenergetic particles with energies of ∼ 50-200 keV (Lutsenko, 2001; Lutsenko et al., 2008) . In the case of multiple reconnections, these burst from the power-low tail of the ion spectrum (Taktakishvili et al., 1998) .
Recent spacecraft observations (e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013a ) and numerical models (e.g., Sitnov et al., 2009 Sitnov et al., , 2013 suggest that the significant part of the released magnetic energy is evacuated from the reconnection region by fast plasma flows. The leading edge of such flows is characterized by the specific magnetic-field configuration: the so-called dipolarization front. This front is recognized as the sharp increase of the B z component of the magnetic field with the same increase of the electric field E y (e.g., Runov et al., 2011, and references therein) . Particles can be effectively accelerated by dipolarization fronts (Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2011; Birn et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2013b) . Simple reflection of ions from the moving front results in the acceleration up to ∼ 10 keV (Zhou et al., 2010) , while the resonant ion acceleration can be responsible for the generation of ∼ 100 keV particles (Artemyev et al., 2012a; Ukhorskiy et al., 2013) .
Here, we should also mention one additional effective mechanism of ion acceleration/heating in the magnetotail. This mechanism corresponds to the ion interaction with various small-scale fluctuations of the electromagnetic field forming the electromagnetic turbulence Zelenyi et al., 2014) . The primary source of this turbulence is the interaction of different plasma instabilities which can develop and saturate in the magnetotail (Zelenyi and Milovanov, 2004) . According to the numerical modeling, ion interaction with such a turbulent field should result in the particle acceleration in the vicinity of the neutral plane Perri et al., 2009; Greco et al., 2010) . The natural limitation of possible energy gain corresponds to the particles escaping from the turbulent current sheet due to the fast motion along the curved magneticfield lines (Artemyev et al., 2009b; Perri et al., 2011) . In this case, some specific properties of electromagnetic turbulence (like a spatial intermittency) can increase the efficiency of the acceleration . There are two most natural magnetic-field configurations, including electromagnetic turbulence, where ions can be accelerated up to high energies: the magnetic reconnection region (Onofri et al., 2006) and dipolarization fronts (Ono et al., 2009) . Moreover, ions can be accelerated due to the combination of turbulent and regular mechanisms (Grigorenko et al., 2011; Artemyev et al., 2011; Dolgonosov et al., 2013) . The interaction of ions with the electromagnetic turbulence can be described as the quasi-linear diffusion of ions in the energy/pitch-angle space (Dusenbery and Lyons, 1989) . In this case, the formation of power-law energy distributions of accelerated ions is predicted by the general theory (Hasegawa et al., 1985; Milovanov and Zelenyi, 2001) .
In this paper, we investigate spectra of high-energy (E ∈ [20, 600] keV) ions in the magnetotail. We study the dependence of ion spectra on thermal-plasma parameters and on magnetic-field amplitudes. Owing to high-energy resolution, we can monitor evolution of ion spectra in dependence of the system parameters. We particularly investigate the dependence of the energy value of the spectrum knee on the plasma temperature. We also propose the relatively general model of the ion acceleration in the magnetotail current sheet. This model includes burst of the electric field as the main driver of acceleration and can reproduce the power-law energy distribution of ions.
Data set description
We use statistics of observations of Interball-tail spacecraft in the magnetotail during the 1996-1998 seasons. We restrict our analysis to the domain |Y | < 20 R E , X < −17 R E , |Z| < 5 R E (hereinafter, the GSM coordinate system is used). The additional criterion is B 2 x + B 2 y < 15 nT. Thus, we mostly investigate the close vicinity of the neutral plane of the magnetotail current sheet ( Fig. 1 shows fragments of spacecraft orbits). The magnetic field is measured by the ASPI/MIF-M experiment (Klimov et al., 1997) , thermal-ion moments are gathered by the CORALL experiment (Yermolaev et al., 1997) , electron density is gathered by the ELECTRON experiment (Sauvaud et al., 1997) , and high-energy ion spectra (without resolved ion species) are collected with record energy resolution ∼ 7-8 keV by the DOK-2 experiment . To avoid observations in the cold plasma sheet, we use the criterion for electron density, n e < 1 cm −3 . ASPI/MIF-M measures three components of the magnetic field with a time resolution of ∼ 2 s. CORALL provides ion temperature T i and three components of ion bulk velocity V with a time resolution of ∼ 2 min. Time resolution of energetic ion spectra collected by DOK-2 depends on ion fluxes and varies from ∼ 0.1 s up to ∼ 1 min. To operate with all these data as with the single database, we separate all time intervals of observations into 3 min subintervals. We use such long time subintervals due to low time resolution of the CORALL experiment. For each subinterval, we determine average values of magnetic-field components and average high-energy ion spectrum. Our database includes ∼ 4300 subintervals when all plasma data and magnetic fields were available.
Ion-energy spectra
In this section, we discuss high-energy ion spectra observed by Interball-tail. We use the ion temperature T i , the amplitude of ion bulk velocity v i = V 2 x + V 2 y (if measurements of V y are unavailable, we use v i = |V x |), and the value of the magnetic-field component B z to separate all observed spectra into several subgroups (see Fig. 2 ). Velocity components V x , V y characterize fast plasma flows in the magnetotail and their amplitudes are assumed to be related to the geomagnetic activity (Baumjohann et al., 1990a; Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Cao et al., 2006) . It should be noted that all used criteria for B z , v i , and T i are applied for 3 min averaged data. The increase of T i corresponds to the well-distinguished growth of the flux amplitude. This effect can be explained by the expansion of the thermal core of the ion distribution to the highenergy range. The general shape of spectra is more or less the same for all T i ranges. The only exception is cold ions with T i < 1 keV. For this temperature range, we observe relatively weak fluxes of high-energy ions up to E ∼ 200 keV and a very pronounced tail of the spectrum (E > 200 keV). The presence of this tail can be due to relatively small statistics of events with low temperature. However, it is also possible that such super-energetic ion population is always present, but, for larger ion temperatures, the high-energy fluxes are so high that this super-energetic ion population becomes covered by the main spectrum. We observe a similar spectrum shape (but less pronounced) for T i ∈ [1, 5] keV.
Shape of spectra and flux amplitudes are almost independent of averaged B z values for B z < 10 nT (see Fig. 2b ). Only for the extreme conditions with B z > 10 nT do we observe the distinct increase of fluxes for E > 200 keV. However, this effect can be due to small statistics of observations of such high B z values. It should be mentioned that the averaging procedure can substantially smooth peaks of B z values associated with small scale structures like dipolarization fronts (a time scale of such peaks is about 10-30 s, see Runov et al., 2011) . Thus, we consider here the correlation between highenergy ion spectra and magnetic-field amplitudes characterizing large-scale structures.
High-energy ion fluxes and spectrum shapes do not vary substantially with v i (see Fig. 2c ). Again, only for the extreme conditions with v i > 250 km s −1 (within 3 min intervals) can one observe the distinct increase of fluxes for all energies. This increase cannot be due to the faster motion of whole ion distribution because energy corresponding to particle bulk velocity m p v 2 i f/2 < 1-2 keV is substantially smaller than energies of the considered ion population (∈ [20, 600] keV). It is interesting to note that the increase of fluxes is almost independent on energy (compare data for v i ∈ [100, 250] km s −1 and v i > 250 km s −1 ). These results correlate well with data presented by Luo et al. (2014) for earthward plasma flows, where almost no variation of the spectral index with v i was found. However, for tailwarddirected bulk velocity, Luo et al. (2014) showed that the spectral index hardens with the increase of v i . The latter results cannot be confirmed by our data.
To investigate the variation of spectrum with system parameters, we plot three 2-D maps with fluxes as functions of energy and T i , B z , v i (see Fig. 3 ). On the far right panel of Figures 2 and 3 show that high-energy ion spectra generally depend on the ion temperature T i . Thus, it seems interesting to plot energy spectra normalized on T i . This normalized spectra clearly show the double power-law structure (see Figs. 3, 4) . We observe the remaining part of the thermal core for E < 10-50 keV (this boundary is different for different ranges of T i ) and a power-law tail for E > 10-50 keV. The main part of the spectrum with a large E should be formed by the ion acceleration in the magnetotail. This population of high-energy ions is well separated from the thermal population and corresponds to the following phase-space-density variation with energy f ∼ (E/T i ) −3.8 to f ∼ (E/T i ) −4.2 . We consider below a possible mechanism of the generation of such a population. It is also interesting to note that, for small T i , we observe more ions with very high relative energies E/T i > 100 than for large T i . These ions form the flattened energy tail. Figure 4 clearly shows that the relation E * /T i ≈ γ + 1 proposed by Sarris et al. (1981) for the energy E * of the spectrum knee is well satisfied only for particles with high temperatures (T i > 5 keV). For averaged conditions when all temperatures T i > 0.5 keV are taken into account, we get E * /T i ≈ 40 γ + 1. Thus, we cannot consider the energy distribution in the whole energy range E ∈ [20, 500] keV as a distribution of some single population. The normalization of energy on ion temperature modifies the distribution substantially for different T i , but the slope of power-law tail does not depend on T i (γ varies from 3.8 to 4.2). It seems that the tail of the energy distribution is formed independently on the thermal core of ion population.
In Fig. 5 , we show distribution of energetic fluxes along the dawn-dusk coordinate Y . There is a statistical gap around Y ∼ 0 which can cause the decrease of fluxes in this region. One can also observe the general increase of fluxes for almost all energies at the dusk flank around Y ∼ −10 R E . However, in the deep flanks, |Y | > 15 R E fluxes decrease. The latter effect can be due to particle losses through the flank magnetopause. We also observe a localized maximum of fluxes at Y ∼ −10 R E (similar maximum was found for ion density by Lennartsson and Shelley, 1986) .
To illustrate our conclusion derived from Fig. 4 about the role of T i in the separation between thermal and high-energy populations, we plot data for two events with substantially different T i (see Fig. 6 ). In both cases, the spacecraft was located near the neutral plane |B x | < 10 nT, while activity level was moderate with V x ∼ 100-300 km s −1 . There are B x fluctuations for the second event (top right panel of Fig. 6 ). We assume that these are vertical fluctuations of the magnetotail current sheet induced by plasma flows (see review Zelenyi et al., 2014, and references therein). For the first case, we have T i ∼ 1-3 keV. Corresponding ion spectra have double structure with the knee around 30-40 keV. For the second case, the ion temperature is ∼ 8-9 keV and the knee of the energy spectra is located at ∼ 70-80 keV. We can also mention that the averaged slope of spectra of high-energy populations are similar for both events. These slopes vary between −4.8 up to −4.1 (see Fig. 6 ) and are close to the statistical data shown in Fig. 4 . It seems that the spectrum slope of the non-thermal (high-energy) population is almost independent of the plasma temperature, while the distribution of the thermal core is strongly controlled by T i . The increase of T i by three to four times results in the shift of the spectrum knee energy from ∼ 30 to 70 keV. Variations of T i correspond to large-scale quasi-stationary processes (convection, etc.). Thus, we can conclude that the formation of the high-energy population (slope of the spectrum) does not directly depend on large-scale processes (slopes are similar for both events), while these processes can be responsible for the heating of the thermal plasma. In this case, the increase of T i corresponds to the increase of the amount of particles which can undergo the acceleration up to high energies.
Model of ion acceleration
In this section, we describe the analytical model of the formation of spectra of high-energy ions in the magnetotail. We consider small-scale transient processes corresponding to localized perturbations of magnetic and electric fields. Our model is based on the following concepts: (1) there is the almost unperturbed magnetotail current sheet with B x growing linearly with z; (2) the magnetic-field component B z has a substantially perturbed profile along the X axis within the domain |x − x * | < L x , where L x is the spatial scale of the localization of B z perturbations; (3) there is the burst of the electric field E y (t) with the almost uniform distribution within |x − x * | < L x . This conception assumes that we consider small-scale (but very fast) perturbations of electromagnetic field which contribute more to electric-field bursts, while magnetic fields are weakly perturbed (the similar model of ion acceleration due to localized current disruptions was proposed by Lutsenko et al., 2008) . We do not consider large-scale dipolarization events or quasi-stationary magnetic reconnections. Of course, these global processes contribute to the charged particle acceleration (see dependence of fluxes on geomagnetic conditions in Haaland et al., 2010) . However, we assume that the main part of spectra, existing even in quiet time, can be formed mainly by small-scale transient perturbations. Such perturbations should not be very powerful, but should effectively accelerate small populations of particles up to high energies (see, e.g., Grigorenko et al., 2013) .
To describe ion acceleration, we introduce a quite general distribution of electromagnetic fields in the magnetotail in the vicinity of the transient event:
where α = const defines the profile of B z (x) component along X axis (α = 0 for unperturbed B z , α = 1 for the classical X line, α > 1 for non-linear magnetic-field perturbation with the strong gradient dB z /dx). This model can describe the distribution of the magnetic field close to the neutral plane (i.e., |z| < L z , L z is the current sheet thickness). The dependence B z ∼ x α is taken to describe the perturbation of the B z component inside the domain |x − x * | < L x , where the transient E y burst occurs. Equations of motions of ion with the mass m and the charge q in such fields can be written as
where A y (x, z) is the vector potential component. We are mainly interested in high energy particles which gain energy as v y ∼ E y (t)dt v y0 . Thus, we can omit both term ∼ A y and the initial velocity v y0 in the last equation of system (1). Then, system (1) can be rewritten as
The second equation of system (2) describes z oscillations, while the first equation shows that the x coordinate grows with time. Thus, particles can spend only a limited time interval in the close vicinity of the x ∼ x * region. This instability of the particle motion (i.e., |x| growth) determines the final energy distribution. To describe charged particle acceleration in such a system, we introduce the simple approximation for the electric field E y = E 0 (t/t 0 ) δ , where t 0 = const is the scale of E y growth. The first equation of system (2) takes Figure 6 . Two cases of observations of high-energy ion spectra in the magnetotail. Top panels show two components of the magnetic field in the GSM coordinate system. Middle panels show ion bulk velocities and temperatures (v y component was measured only for the event shown in the left panels). Bottom panels show ion-energy spectra: each panel shows six spectra averaged over 10 min of observations. a form
where 0 = qB z0 /mc and v D = cE 0 /B z0 . We introduce
We consider particles with small initial velocitiesẋ(0) = 0. Higher energies can be gained by particles with x(0) = x 0 ∼ x * . With this initial condition, the solution of Eq. (4) can be written as
where Y (s) is a solution of the following equation:
and s = x (α−1)/(δ+3) 0 τ . The solution of Eq. (6) is singular with the asymptote
where s * = const. Thus, the relation between the initial particle position x 0 and the time interval of the particle acceleration τ is determined by the equation
For the most energetic particles, we have, from Eq. (8),
We can write the expression for the particle energy as a function of time:
where constant w 0 is
We assume that particles are distributed uniformly at the in-
and write the expression for the final energy distribution
where |dx 0 /dτ |/|dW/dτ | transforms the initial distribution f (x 0 ) of particles in space into the final energy distribution f (W ) with the slope
For the simple case of the constant electric field δ = 0, we have λ = 1 + 1.5/(α − 1). Even a small deviation of B z dependence on x from the linear one (i.e., α − 1 < 1) gives us a power-law distribution. For example, to get λ ∈ [3.5, 5], one needs to take α ∈ [8/5, 11/8] ≈ [1.6, 1.4]. In case of linear dependence of B z on x (i.e., α = 1, like in X line), we should obtain the well-known exponential spectrum with f ∼ exp(−W ) (Bulanov and Sasorov, 1976; Birn et al., 2012) . Equation (12) shows that the spectrum slope is very sensitive to the electric-field growth rate δ and the factor of the magnetic field non-linearity α. Both these factors cannot be derived directly from the single spacecraft observations because, to determine the temporal profile of the electric field E y and the spatial profile of the magnetic field B z , one needs to separate spatial and temporal evolutions in transient processes. Thus, a direct comparison of model predictions and spacecraft observation is impossible. The main idea of the proposed model is to show that it is enough to assume the non-linearity of B z profiles and transient nature of the process to obtain the power-law energy spectrum of accelerated ions. We discuss in the next section the relationship between input parameters of our model and properties of different transient processes observed in the magnetotail. The factor w 0 mv 2 D determines the typical energy gained by particles in the course of transient acceleration. For the constant electric field δ = 0, we can estimate this energy as
. For a small-scale process with L x ∼ 1000 km and the electric-field amplitude typical for transients E y ∼ 10-100 mV m −1 (Wygant et al., 2005; Retinò et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2009; Khotyaintsev et al., 2011) , one has w 0 mv 2 D ∼ 10-100 keV. Moreover, w 0 grows with δ rapidly and the non-stationary electric field E y ∼ t δ can be even more effective for the particle acceleration.
Discussion
In this paper, we have shown that variations of B z and v i do not substantially influence the shape of spectra of highenergy ions. However, we observe that the increase of highenergy ion fluxes corresponds with B z and v i growth (see Fig. 2 ). It seems that processes characterized by enhanced B z and v i (like large-scale dipolarizations or BBFs) can have an influence on the total amount of accelerated particles, but do not determine the slope of energy spectra. We found a strong correlation between fluxes of high-energy ions and the temperature of thermal ions: the larger the T i , the more particles from the thermal core of the distribution can be accelerated to high energies and contribute to the large-energy tail of the distribution. Thus, observed correlation between fluxes and B z (or v i ) can be explained by the heating of plasma (increase of T i ) due to dipolarization and enhanced convection. Indeed, many studies (e.g., Baumjohann et al., 1991; Wang et al., 2009; Kissinger et al., 2012 ) demonstrated that ion temperature T i grows as B z (or v i ) grows. Therefore, the formation of spectra of high-energy ions should be explained by some mechanism which does not involve a large-scale transformation of the magnetic-field configuration. We suggest that small-scale transient bursts of the electric field can be considered as the main source of ion acceleration up to high energies. Such transient processes do not require the magnetotail reconfiguration and can operate within spatially localized regions with scales ∼ 1000 km. There are several candidates which play the role of these transients (see reviews by Baumjohann et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2008) . Here, we would like to mention dipolarization fronts (Runov et al., 2009 (Runov et al., , 2011 , small-scale reconnections (Wygant et al., 2005; Retinò et al., 2008) , and plasma jet braking (Nakamura et al., 2009 (Nakamura et al., , 2013 . All of these processes are related to each other Runov et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2013a) . Although these processes correspond to the local increase of B z and v i , they cannot provide substantial variations of B z and v i on a timescale larger than ∼ 1 min. Thus, we cannot recognize signatures of these processes in our statistics with ∼ 3 min averaging. Ion acceleration induced by these transient processes can be explained by our model of the spectrum formation. To apply our mode we need to fulfill two basic requirements.
1. There should be the non-linear variation of the magnetic-field perturbation B z with x (i.e., α > 1). The strong gradient of B z is a characteristic feature of the dipolarization fronts. Thus, B z perturbation grows nonlinearly with x. A small-scale reconnection is often accompanied by a strong perturbation of B z , possibly related to following formation of dipolarization fronts Fu et al., 2013a) . Thus, we can expect that, for the transient reconnection, the variation of B z with x is non-linear (e.g., at the outflow regions, where soliton-like B z perturbations are generated, see Heyn and Semenov, 1996; Longcope and Priest, 2007) . The flow-braking process results in formation of shock waves or non-linear B z perturbations (Nakamura et al., 2009; Zieger et al., 2011) . Therefore, for all three types of transient processes, the expected variation of B z with x may have non-linear character needed for the application of our model.
2. The second requirement is the presence of bursts of the electric field in the region of the B z perturbation. Again, such bursts are always observed in the vicinity of dipolarization fronts (e.g., Runov et al., 2011; Khotyaintsev et al., 2011) , in the reconnection region (Wygant et al., 2005; Retinò et al., 2008) , and in the flow-braking region (Nakamura et al., 2009 (Nakamura et al., , 2013 . Thus, the second requirement of our model is also satisfied. As a result, we can explain observed power-law ion spectra by a proposed mechanism of ion acceleration.
It is also important to discuss the scale L y of the acceleration region along the dawn-dusk direction. For various transient processes, this scale can reach few earth radii. Thus, it is substantially larger than L x scale. For example, multi-spacecraft measurements of dipolarization fronts show that, for these transient structures, we have L y ∼ 5000-15 000 km (Nakamura et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2013) . Thus, the typical amplitude of the electric field necessary to accelerate particles up to 100 keV is about 5-20 mV m −1 in agreement with spacecraft observations Runov et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2013a) . The same spatial scale L y and electric-field amplitudes are typical for the flowbraking process as well (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2009 Nakamura et al., , 2013 . The scale L y of the transient reconnection is less known. However, comparison of spacecraft observations and analytical models Nakamura et al., 2012) gives similar estimates for L y as values obtained for dipolarization fronts, while the electric-field amplitude in the reconnection region can reach 10-100 mV m −1 (Wygant et al., 2005; Retinò et al., 2008) . Thus, rough estimates show that the proposed scenario of the ion acceleration up to 100 keV is in agreement with the observed spatial localization of transient processes.
Using average spectra from Fig. 4 , one can estimate an impact of the high-energy ion population. Substantial influence of high-energy population on the current sheet configuration is possible if the contribution of this population to the plasma pressure is comparable with the pressure of thermal ions. Such a specific situation could be realized in the vicinity of shock waves (Wang et al., 2008; Florinski, 2009 ), but never was mentioned before for the magnetotail. We choose the energy spectrum obtained for hot plasma (with T i > 5 keV, see Fig. 4 ) and approximate it by the powerlaw function f hot ∼ n hot (E/T i ) −γ for E/T i ∈ [5, 100]. Here, constant n hot can be determined by matching f hot distribution with the thermal distribution f th = n th exp(−E/T i ) approximated by the Maxwell function: n hot = n th 5 γ e −5 . The ratio of pressures of high-energy and thermal populations can be written as p hot /p th ≈ 5 5/2 e −5 /(γ − 5/2). For γ ∈ [4, 6], we have p hot /p th ∈ [0.1, 0.25]. Thus, for a hot-plasma sheet with T i > 5 keV, the high-energy ion population can principally provide up to 25 % of the plasma pressure. A similar conclusion was derived before from the inconsistency of the thermal-plasma pressure and the magnetic-field pressure in current sheets (Runov et al., 2006) . Although 25 % is a substantial value to take the high-energy population as the important ingredient of the magnetotail plasmas into account, we should point out that this is the estimate of maximum possible contribution and that this estimate is only valid for the large temperature of thermal ions. Contributions of the high-energy ion population to the ion density and the electric current are even smaller (Artemyev et al., 2009a) .
It is interesting to note one important detail of the proposed model of the ion acceleration. We have obtained the dependence of the typical energy W ∼ mv 2 D w 0 of accelerated ions on the ion mass m: W ∼ m (3δ+1)/(3+δ) . For almost stationary electric field δ = 0, we have the dependence W ∼ m 1/3 derived before for the X line model (Bulanov and Sasorov, 1976; Divin et al., 2010) . This is relatively weak dependence. For example, oxygen ions are accelerated more effectively than protons, only by factor ∼ 2.5. However, already for δ = 1 (i.e., linearly growing E y ), we have W ∼ m, and heavy ions are accelerated much more effective than protons. Moreover, if we assume that electric-field bursts are extremely fast (i.e., E y ∼ e t , δ → ∞), we obtain ultra-effective acceleration of heavy ions with W ∼ m 3 . Thus, the proposed model of ion acceleration could explain more effective energization of heavy ions in the earth's magnetosphere (e.g., Kronberg et al., 2012) and in solar corona (see Zimbardo, 2011; Artemyev et al., 2014 , and references therein).
Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the energy distributions for ions with E ∈ [20, 600] keV, observed by Interball-tail in the earth's magnetotail. We have shown that spectra can be separated into two parts: the thermal core and the highenergy tail with f ∼ (E/T i ) −γ with γ ∈ [4, 5] . There is only a weak dependence of high-energy ion population on B z and v i averaged amplitudes. The temperature of the thermal ion population controls the amplitudes of fluxes, but does not influence the spectrum slope. Thus, we have concluded that mechanisms responsible for ion acceleration up to high energies do not have a substantial influence on the thermal ion population. Moreover, mechanisms of thermal ion heating (dipolarizations, large-scale reconnection, convection, etc.) do not input significantly to the formation of the high-energy ion population. We have proposed the simple and relatively general model of formation of the high-energy ion population with the power-law spectrum. This model assumes that the main acceleration up to high energies E > 50 keV is provided by small-scale fast bursts of the electric field, occurring due to various transients in the magnetotail.
